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The contributions to the Spin Physics WG are summarized. Several new experi-
mental results and plans for new measurements have been reported. An improved
theoretical understanding of the most recent hot topics in spin physics has been
discussed by many authors especially in the new fields of the transversity and
generalized parton distributions.
1 DIS2001-claimer
The spin physics working group at the DIS 2001 workshop hosted a total
of 37 talks equally distributed between experimental and theoretical reports.
The topics covered many different aspects of polarization phenomena in deep
inelastic scattering. This summary presents recent developments reported
at the workshop, and sketches the contours of the ongoing world wide spin
program in hadron physics. Unavoidably, a summary cannot reflect all facets
and details of such a variety of contributions in a fair manner. Sorry !
2 Introduction
Spin – merely an inessential complication in particle physics ? No, anything
but that ! On the contrary, over and over again spin physics proves to be a
vital element and indispensable tool in our venture of revealing the internal
structure of hadronic matter. Once again, at this workshop, the numerous
contributions, above average attendance, and lively discussions in the parallel
sessions of the spin physics working group testified the vividness of the field.
The physics topics were divided in five different subsections, namely:
∗SUMMARY TALK PRESENTED AT THE 9TH INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP
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• Spin structure functions g1 and g2
• Polarized parton distributions
• Single-spin azimuthal asymmetry and transversity distribution
• Generalized (skewed) parton distributions and exclusive processes
• Starting experiments and new projects
From the above list of topics, it is quite evident that spin physics is in a
rich, exciting and dynamical situation and that a new era, which investigates
new types of fundamental distribution functions, is started, while the first era
is still far from being exhausted.
After the early measurements performed at SLAC, the modern era in spin
physics begun in 1988 when the EMC collaboration reported the experimental
evidence that only a small fraction of the proton spin is carried by the quarks1.
This shocking result has produced an enormous experimental effort during the
90s when several measurements have been successfully performed at CERN,
SLAC and DESY with a precise determination of the spin structure functions.
To better underline the importance of the EMC measurement is sufficient to
mention that the related publication, together with the old ones on the J/ψ
discovery2 and with the recent one on the atmospheric neutrino oscillation3,
is the most cited experimental paper in high energy and nuclear physics of
the last 30 years4.
From inclusive and semi-inclusive polarized data, the helicity distribution
for the up- and down-quarks are now known with reasonably good precision,
while still very sparse informations are available for the sea-quark and gluon
helicity distributions. These quantities are planned to be measured more
precisely in several experiments at DESY, CERN, RHIC and SLAC5.
Although the importance of the leading twist transversity distribution
h1(x) (often also denoted δq(x)) for completing the knowledge on the spin
structure of the nucleon was recognized quite some time ago6, only recently
the experimental hunt for it started. Unlike the other two leading-twist dis-
tribution functions f1(x) and g1(x) (or q(x) and ∆q(x)), the transversity
distribution function is still unknown due to its chiral-odd nature7. First
HERMES and SMC data8 showed that a non zero spin dependent T-odd
fragmentation function (the Collins f.f.) allows to access the transversity dis-
tribution and even higher-twist helicity changing distributions. More options
to unravel transversity – each with its own advantages and caveats due to
the subtle interplay of chirality and time-reversal issues – are under current
investigation.
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Finally the recently developed formalism of Generalized Parton Distri-
butions (GPDs) for a description of the exclusive leptoproduction reactions
has deepened the insight in the connection between exclusive and inclusive
hard reactions. Moreover, accessing GPDs experimentally appears to be a
promising way to acquire additional and complementary informations on the
spin structure of the nucleon 9. Due to the experimental difficulties to mea-
sure exclusive reactions, like Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS), at
sufficiently hard scale, first results in this field are appearing just now10.
3 Spin structure functions g1 and g2
The spin structure function g1 is now well determined for proton, deuteron
and neutron. Most of the available data cover the DIS region with Q2 > 1
GeV2 andW > 2 GeV. Unlike the unpolarized structure functions which have
been measured over a broad kinematic range, no polarized data are available
for large Q2 > 70 GeV2 or small x < 10−3.
In fig. 1 the world data for g1 in the DIS region are presented. Together
with the already published data, the preliminary HERMES data (see contri-
bution of C. Weiskopf) for gp1 at low-x and low-Q
2 and for gd1 are also shown.
It is worth to note that the latter data set represents only a small fraction
(∼1/6) of the already collected data on the deuteron. An important experi-
mental finding is the Q2-independence of the inclusive asymmetry A1 ∼ g1/F1
in the whole measured kinematic range. This suggests a similar behavior of
the scaling violation for the structure functions F1 and g1. After the com-
pletion of the analysis of all HERMES data on the deuteron, no substantial
improvement of the knowledge of g1 in the DIS region of moderate x and Q
2
is foreseen in the near future.
On the contrary, several measurements are ongoing or are planned in the
photoproduction or in the resonance electroproduction regions (see S. Kuhn).
Unlike the unpolarized case, there are no results for the spin-dependent
cross section for real photon for which only phenomenological extrapolations
from the DIS region are available11. First preliminary data collected at MAMI
and ELSA have been reported (see K. Helbing) which show the dominance
of the helicity 3/2 in the polarized photoabsorption, due to the P33, D13 and
F15 resonance excitation. The GDH collaboration is planning to measure the
spin dependent cross sections for the proton and the neutron up to 3 GeV in
order to explore the onset of the Regge regime. In addition a new polarized
real photon beam facility has been approved at SLAC (see G. Peterson) which
will extend this measurement up to 40 GeV.
In the nucleon resonance region preliminary results are available from
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Figure 1. World data on spin structure function g1 collected during the 90s. All the data
are shown at the measured Q2. SMC results for Q2 < 1 GeV2 at very low x are not shown.
JLab. In fig. 2 the first moment Γ1 of the spin structure function g1 for the
proton is shown as measured by the CLAS Collaboration (see G. Dodge). The
data show a strong Q2-dependence of the integral which becomes negative
at very low Q2 due to the role of the P33 (∆-resonance) in this domain.
Also reported (see W. Korsch) is the Hall-A Collaboration measurement of
generalized GDH integral of the neutron as function of Q2 which approach the
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Figure 2. Preliminary results for the first moment of g1 for the proton as a function of
Q2 from CLAS at Jefferson Lab. Also shown are the data from SLAC E143 and different
predictions.
Sum Rule expectation value for the real photon. Due to the limited energy of
the JLab beam, both Γ1 and GDH integrals at low Q
2 include a high energy
extrapolation which determination will strongly benefit from the planned real
photon measurements.
New and precise results on the spin structure function g2 from the SLAC
E155x collaboration (see O. Rondon) show for the first time a possible small
deviation from the dominant twist-2 contribution (Wandzura-Wilczek term)
for the proton. The available SLAC data12 on g2 are shown in fig. 3. These
data allow to extract the twist-3 reduced matrix element d2 which appears to
be slightly positive for both proton and neutron. This result is in contradiction
with QCD sum rule models while is in better agreement with quark bag and
chiral soliton models. Like for the structure function g1 case, no further
experimental improvement is foreseen for g2 in the DIS regime in the near
future.
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Figure 3. SLAC data on spin structure function g2. Close circles are the preliminary E155x
results. Curves are predictions from Stratmann, Weigel, Wakamatsu and Song.
4 Polarized parton distributions
Inclusive results for spin structure functions allow to extract informations on
the quark and the gluon helicity distributions through NLO QCD fits. A 8
parameter fit of A1 data, performed in the MS scheme and under the SU(3)
assumption, has been presented (see J. Blu¨mlein). In this fit, the parameter
correlations were fully taken into account in the Gaussian error propagation.
Another QCD fit of A1 ∼ g1/F1 data in the JET scheme has been showed13
(see D. Stamenov). The advantage of fitting A1 instead of g1 results in the
cancellation of higher twist effects for Q2 down to 1 GeV2. These new fits
confirmed that inclusive data alone poorly constrain the separate quark and
anti-quark polarized distributions and the gluon distribution as well (see A.
Miller).
Combined inclusive and semi-inclusive QCD analysis have been
performed14 and showed that semi-inclusive data15 are in perfect agreement
with the inclusive data with respect to the determination of polarized par-
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Figure 4. Expected precision for polarized quark distributions from the inclusive and semi-
inclusive data already collected by HERMES and with no flavor symmetry assumption on
the sea quarks. Also shown are the published HERMES results based on 1995-1997 runs.
ton densities, but constitute a very powerful tool to study the sea quark
polarization (∆u, ∆d and ∆s). An updated analysis of the HERMES results
with the inclusion of the preliminary deuteron data has been shown (see M.
Beckmann). This analysis, based on the purity formalism, is still based on a
symmetric assumption of the sea. Since the unpolarized parton densities of
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the sea quarks are not flavor symmetric, there is no reason to believe that this
symmetry should hold for the polarized case. Indeed there is a suggestion
based on a meson-cloud model that ∆u − ∆d < 0 (see M. Miyama). The
full analysis of HERMES data with the inclusion of the large statistics on the
deuteron and the particle identification with the RICH detector will allow not
only to strongly improve the statistical precision on the polarization of the up-
and down-flavors but in addition to determine the polarization for all different
sea flavors without symmetry assumption (see fig. 4). The polarized quark
distributions will be also studied in the near future at COMPASS with semi-
inclusive hadron leptoproduction and at RHIC through the parity violating
processes ud 7→W+ 7→ l+ + ν and du 7→W− 7→ l− + ν.
One of the most important issues in spin physics for the next 5 years will
be the measurement of the gluon polarization which is poorly determined by
NLO QCD fits. Gluon polarization will be studied at COMPASS, SLAC and
RHIC by measuring the open charm production and the high-pT hadron pairs
in the photon-gluon fusion in ~γ+~p experiments and in the direct γ production
and two-jet events in ~p+~p experiments. In addition running RHIC at very high
energy (
√
s = 500 GeV) will allow to access the gluon polarization through
the heavy quarks (charm and bottom) hadroproduction (see I. Bojak). In
fig. 5 the projected errors of the planned measurements are shown together
with the first HERMES data16 which interpretation is improving by the better
knowledge of all the competing sub-processes (see E.C. Aschenauer).
COMPASS will start data taking this year using the previous SMC po-
larized target (see F.H. Heinsius). Also the RHIC spin physics program will
start gradually this year and the full luminosity and the complete of the EM
calorimeter of the STAR detector will be reached in 2004 (see L. Bland).
SLAC experiment E161 is planned to run in 2003-2004 (see G. Peterson).
There is a number of proposals for the medium-range future, where high
luminosity experiments will strive for unprecedented precision in the deter-
mination of polarized distribution functions and the gluon polarization as
some of their main goals: the TESLA-N experiment, or experiments at the
ELFE accelerator (see D. Ryckbosch), as well as experiments at the proposed
EIC accelerator (see A. Desphande) into which the former eRHIC and EPIC
proposals have merged.
5 Single spin azimuthal asymmetries:
Towards a global analysis of transversity
Only the knowledge of the transversity distribution h1(x) will complete the
mapping of the spin structure of the nucleon at leading twist. Due to its
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Figure 5. Expectations for future measurements of the gluon polarization. The HERMES
result for high-pT hadron pairs is also shown. The curves are QCD analysis of polarized
inclusive structure function.
chiral-odd nature transversity is inaccessible in totally inclusive DIS; in order
to form a chiral-even observable it requires the presence of a second chiral-
odd projection of a soft matrix element in a more complex reaction – a second
transversity distribution, a higher twist distribution, or an appropriate frag-
mentation function17. The object of desire will consequently appear in an
observable together with a second yet unknown function, usually in form of a
convolution. Therefore, complementary experiments have to be utilized in a
combined analysis in order to finally extract the transversity distribution.
This situation not only represents a considerable high level of sophistica-
tion on the theoretical side, but also causes tremendous demands on exper-
imental setups. Thus, only now we are in the situation to seriously tackle
unraveling of transversity.
At this workshop to our knowledge truly the complete set of presently
known ways to access transversity has been discussed in one or the other talk.
The most promising approaches are sketched below.
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5.1 Collins effect in leptoproduction; a Single Spin Asymmetry
An azimuthal asymmetry induced by the so-called Collins effect18 is proba-
bly the most prominent representative of the different observables involving
the transversity distribution. Its variant in 1-hadron inclusive lepton-nucleon
scattering predicts a characteristic angular dependence in the azimuthal dis-
tribution of detected pions in the final state. The chain of logic is as follows:
The transversity distribution describes how much of a transverse target po-
larization is transferred to a transversely polarized quark; the Collins frag-
mentation function, dubbed H⊥1 (z, kT ) in the Amsterdam naming scheme
19,
describes the transfer of transverse quark polarization into preferred directions
in the azimuthal distribution of produced hadrons, say pions.
The observation of this asymmetry has been reported by HERMES and
SMC8. In fig. 6 the HERMES data are shown. Though the target polariza-
tion longitudinal to the lepton beam on the average corresponds to only small
components of polarization transverse to the photon direction, the sin(φ) de-
pendence is rather convincingly confirmed for positively charged and neutral
pions (see contribution of D. Hasch). A comparison with theoretical estimates
and limits shows good agreement (see K. Oganessyan).
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Figure 6. Single spin azimuthal asymmetry in electroproduction of pions in deep inelastic
scattering (Collins effect) measured at HERMES. Shown is the sin(φ) moment Asin
UL
for
unpolarized beam and longitudinally polarized target vs. z,x, and pT (see D. Hasch).
The effect of higher order perturbative corrections have to be taken into
account in an analysis of the asymmetries. For observables, which involve
two scales like the Collins effect, there is a non-collinear factorization and
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the cancellation of double-logarithms is incomplete. The remaining soft gluon
corrections sum up to Sudakov suppression factors. These Sudakov factors
have been estimated to have significant effects on the magnitude of observed
asymmetries20 (see D. Boer). There is also very recent progress on the un-
derstanding of the evolution of the Collins fragmentation function, a question
which is complicated by the fact that dependence on transverse momentum
is to be kept. An analysis on this issue, and the resulting evolution equa-
tion for H⊥1 in the large-NC limit was presented
21 (see P. Mulders). Both
reported results constitute important progress towards a complete treatment
of azimuthal asymmetries beyond the leading order.
5.2 Transversely polarized Λ’s in a Double Spin Asymmetry
Another opportunity to access transversity is to measure the transverse po-
larization of produced Λ’s in semi-inclusive DIS. The Λ’s are self-analyzing,
i.e. they reveal their spin by the subsequent decay into nucleon and pion,
whose momenta have to be determined.
The use of this possibility, which will become important with the improved
particle identification of future and starting experiments, relies on the knowl-
edge of competing effects which also may result in transverse polarization of
Λ’s. For instance, also unpolarized quarks can induce a transverse polarization
of Λ’s depending on their azimuthal distribution in the jet22. This effect in-
volves the only other T-odd leading-twist fragmentation function D⊥1T (z, kT ),
quasi the ‘mirror image’ of the Collins f.f. (see F. Murgia).
Also a better understanding of the longitudinal spin transfer from quarks
to Λ’s may shed light on this difficult issue (see O. Grebenyuk for experimental
and U. D’Alesio for theoretical aspects).
5.3 Double Spin Asymmetries in semi-inclusive ρ production
Produced ρ’s in semi-inclusive DIS also reveal their spin via the distributions
of the decay products, i.e. pion pairs. It turns out that in principle there are
three azimuthal asymmetries involving the transversity distribution together
with different spin-1 fragmentation functions23 (see A. Bacchetta). The in-
volved fragmentation functions can be extracted from the mass spectrum of
pion couples; thus, they have to be in close relationship with the two-pion f.f.
discussed in the following paragraph.
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5.4 Single Spin Asymmetry in ππ production;
interference fragmentation functions
A very promising option to access transversity is given by a Single Spin Asym-
metry in the production of pion pairs in the same current jet24. The relative
momentum within the pair provides an additional lever arm to extract the de-
sired information. This allows for the integration over transverse momentum
of the pion pair relative to the jet axis, which leads to a collinear factoriza-
tion and the vanishing of Sudakov suppression factors (see D. Boer). The
necessary T-odd and chiral-odd fragmentation functions are induced by inter-
ference effects between two different channels for the production of the pion
couple in the hadronization of the jet. The resulting azimuthal asymmetry in
two-pion inclusive DIS was discussed, and a model estimate for the involved
interference fragmentation function reported (see M. Radici).
5.5 Transversity perspectives
The aforementioned options are currently under active theoretical investiga-
tion. First experimental observations of transversity related azimuthal asym-
metries are reported, and a good share of future experimental efforts, for
instance at HERMES and COMPASS experiments, and part of the RHIC
spin program, will go into the ‘transversity project’. Experimental feasibility
studies and projections appear to be very promising for the near future.
For the extraction of the transversity distribution the analyses of the
asymmetries will have to be supplemented by independent knowledge on some
fragmentation functions, for which e+e− data (for instance from LEP experi-
ments, or data from the future B-factories) seem to be the best possible source
of information.
Most likely, there will not be one golden way to the extraction of the
transversity distribution, but the need for a ‘global transversity analysis’
(D. Boer). In fact, the enterprise has already started.
5.6 Remark
Sometimes the, well justified, excitement about the transversity distribution
as the missing spin distribution function obscures the clearness of the general
aim: to collect as much as possible information and insight into the mech-
anism of confinement, and thus into the inner structure of hadrons. The
knowledge on complicated spin dependent fragmentation functions, and for
instance higher-twist distribution functions (see e.g. Y. Koike for a theoret-
ical approach to twist-three functions from gluonic poles25), is not merely a
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prerequisite for a transversity analysis . The effort on extracting those func-
tions is justified in its own interest as steps towards a full understanding of
confinement at work.
6 Generalized parton distribution and exclusive processes
6.1 Why should we bother to measure GPDs ?
In fact, this is not the right question to be asked, since it is practically impos-
sible to avoid dealing with GPDs when utilizing hard reactions to unravel the
inner structure of hadrons. Every form factor is an x-moment of a GPD; ev-
ery ordinary distribution function is given by a GPD in a certain kinematical
limit. From this point of view GPDs have been studied at least for 50 years.
A more sensible question would be: What new aspects can we learn from
GPDs, inaccessible with ordinary parton distributions and form factors ?
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Figure 7. Generalized parton distributions occur in the description of many different hard
reactions; sometimes in the form of x-moments or in special kinematical limits.
The great advantage of the concept of GPDs certainly is a unifying frame-
work for exclusive and inclusive reactions. The GPDs have a sound theoret-
ical basis, their definition in QCD as Fourier transforms of hadronic matrix
elements is a direct generalization of the one for ordinary PDFs, their evo-
lution is known, the relationship to form factors, parton densities is well-
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established26,27,28. For the key reactions involving GPDs factorization theo-
rems have been worked out29,28. Justifiably, these elements of the formalism
can already be considered ‘future textbook knowledge’ on hard reactions.
A representation of GPDs as overlaps of light-cone wave functions al-
lows a clear interpretation30. Whereas ordinary PDFs are parton densities,
i.e. probabilities, the GPDs constitute interference amplitudes between differ-
ent kinematical situations. The information carried by GPDs thus exceeds the
one of PDFs, just as there is more to be learned from an amplitude then from
its absolute square. Not only longitudinal degrees of freedom, but also trans-
verse d.o.f. are accessible; GPDs know about the orbital angular momentum
of partons inside hadrons, which is obvious from the hadron-helicity chang-
ing matrix elements and the corresponding distribution functions, which are
not present in the forward case of ordinary PDFs. Moreover, the qq¯ compo-
nents of the nucleon can be directly studied from a kinematical domain again
not accessible in forward reactions (for more details see the contribution by
M. Diehl).
6.2 Observability of hard exclusive reactions in the deeply virtual domain
Surely, there is a price to pay for the rich information contained in GPDs.
These are objects depending on three variables (and have an additional loga-
rithmic scale dependence). Two variables are controlled by external momenta,
the momentum transfer squared −t, and the analogue of the Bjorken variable
ξ. The third variable x constitutes an internal d.o.f. of the process and is
integrated over, which presents an additional challenge, since observables will
have to be deconvoluted to access the GPDs.
In addition, hard exclusive reactions involving GPDs are difficult to mea-
sure, since counting rates typically drop down drastically with increase of the
hardness of the process. Nevertheless, there is great progress on the experi-
mental side. Several observations have been reported on the key processes to
GPDs, like the DVCS signal from ZEUS and the DVCS cross section mea-
surement at H1 (see fig. 8 and fig. 9 and the contribution by L. Favart)
Even azimuthal asymmetries in the DVCS process have been already re-
ported. In fig. 10 the beam-spin asymmetry observed by HERMES is dis-
played, together with a sin(φ)-moment of the cross-section showing a clear
non-vanishing effect in dependence on the missing mass. Though the final
state could not be identified, the value of the asymmetry close to the pro-
ton mass can be assigned mainly to the Compton process. This result is
very promising in view of improved particle identification available soon at
HERMES (see J. Volmer).
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Figure 8. Observation of the DVCS reaction e+p→ e+γp at HERA in data taken with the
ZEUS detector (see L. Favart).
Similarly at HERMES an azimuthal asymmetry in hard exclusive lep-
toproduction of π+ has been observed. In fig. 11 the asymmetry is shown
together with the sin(φ)-moment vs. x (see E. Thomas).
Only about three years ago, it was general believe that exclusive reac-
tions in the deeply virtual kinematical domain were forbiddingly difficult to
measure. All the above mentioned findings prove the feasibility of those mea-
surements. The more can be expected from dedicated experiments or even
dedicated accelerators like ELFE (see contribution by D. Ryckbosch) or EIC
(see A. Desphande) tuned to the special needs of the observation of hard
exclusive processes.
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the missing mass (see J. Volmer).
6.3 Some aspects of the theoretical status of GPDs
Likewise, on the theoretical side there has been great progress. It has been
shown that charge, spin and azimuthal asymmetries with longitudinal and
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transversely polarized targets allow to disentangle all twist-2 and twist-3
GPDs when use is made of the interference with the Bethe-Heitler process31
(see D. Mu¨ller). NLO αS corrections and evolution of GPDs from two-loop
diagrams have been calculated32. From the results the interesting physical
pictures arises that contrary to expectation meson-like excitations still con-
tribute at small x-values, and at large x-values the sea-quark contributions
are non-negligible, which seems to indicate that even in the valence region one
does not necessarily strike the valence quarks directly (see A. Freund).
Probably the strongest point in the theoretical concept of GPDs is the
fact that they link so many different processes. Key reactions are certainly
the DVCS and hard electroproduction of mesons. But also large momentum
transfer reactions are sensitive to GPDs, where they contribute through ξ = 0
moments. The information obtainable from large momentum transfer ex-
clusive processes is complementary to the one from deeply virtual reactions.
Newly defined Compton form factors reflect the large t dependence of the
GPDs, similarly as elastic form factors do. With models for light-cone wave
functions one can achieve not only good agreement with elastic form factor
and Real Compton Scattering (RCS) data, but also arrive at interesting pre-
dictions for polarized and unpolarized RCS, VCS and electroproduction of
mesons at large momentum transfer33 (see P. Kroll).
Another option to access GPDs is the inverse DVCS, or timelike CS,
process γp → µ+µ−p with a large invariant mass of the lepton pair. It was
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shown that the process can be described in a factorized form similar to DVCS,
and numerical estimates for its cross section have been given (see M. Diehl).
The most intriguing aspect in the formalism is the information carried
by the GPDs on orbital angular momentum. Actually, Ji’s proposal27 on a
gauge invariant decomposition of the nucleon spin initiated the renewed great
interest in deeply virtual exclusive reactions. There is some theoretical debate
on the issue: it appears that the elements in one possible decomposition of the
nucleon spin can be measured, but have no direct parton representation, or in
a different decomposition, the terms are separately interaction independent,
gauge invariant, integrals over parton densities, but there is no known way to
measure them34.
Anyway, there is general agreement that the information on orbital an-
gular momentum of partons is carried by GPDs; the situation is a challenge
to theory to find the appropriate way to isolate the desired information. A
contribution to the ongoing debate is the development of a physical picture
of the transverse localization of orbital angular momentum. Let ∆T be the
transverse part of the momentum transfer in the process. The measurement
of the ∆T dependence of amplitudes can be inverted by Fourier transform to
find the spatial impact parameter bT location of the partons. The transverse
structure is directly observable when amplitudes are measured by interference
(see J. Ralston).
6.4 GPD perspectives
The exploration of the concept of Generalized Parton Distributions has just
begun. The theoretical sound basis has been carried to the NLO both in
αs corrections and evolution, and in higher-twist corrections. First experi-
mental observations on DVCS cross sections, asymmetries and hard exclusive
mesonproduction have confirmed the feasibility of measurements.
Spin physics will serve as the most important tool to access the different
GPDs in a variety of asymmetries in many different reactions. The interplay
between spin degrees of freedom and orbital angular momentum of partons in
building up the nucleon spin will be the key to understand the inner structure
of hadrons.
7 Conclusion
The physics goals in the field of hadron physics are clearly defined. Experi-
ments have already successfully provided a great deal of information on the
nucleon spin structure, and have proven to be capable to explore the still
dis2001˙proc: submitted to World Scientific on February 1, 2008 18
missing elements and new theoretical concepts. We are looking forward to an
exciting future.
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